




The end of November means “Global audience. When I accepted the challenge, I wasn't 
Village”. It is a county level contest for high school nervous at all, but as the big day was getting closer and 
students, which requires thatwe work as a team in order closer, I felt all the tension rushing in my body. The 
to represent our school with a Power Point Presentation moment I began presenting my part of project, I started 
on a given topic and a session of questions and answers, shaking and I felt some weird dizziness, but as I was 
everything in front of the public. closer to the end I got more relaxed. I will be part of 

Global Village gaveme the opportunity to itagain,for sure, next year”. – TeodoraPopa, 10A
work together with 5 fellow colleagues on a project It was a great project, we learned a lot fantastic 
about fighting discrimination. This year's topic was: things and we spent awesome moments with our 
“Make Equality Real!” Everyone had different ideas colleagues,who are now our friends. We give our 
and we couldn't seem to agree on anything at first, but regards to MihaelaNechita- 9A, Răzvan Berbece-
later the project turned out to be a great success. The 9B,CosminPletosu and Tudor Vîrgă– 11 A for being a 

ndhardest part was probably pulling ourselves together team and thus getting together the 2  place and to our 
and gathering our courage to stand in front of the public teachers Mrs. Brânduşa Stan, Mrs. Claudia Jinaru and 
and present our speeches. All in all, it was a great Mrs. Silvia Morţe, for choosing us and coordinating 
experience and I'd love to repeat it. - OanaDrăgan, 10 A this project. 

st
“This was my 1 attempt in front of an Drăgan , 10th AOana
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